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This world is perfect. 
tTYP



What is ‘good’ in the world? 
TTYP about what the word good means to you….



For Socrates and Plato….

The people are not 
striving for the 

‘good’ 



None of these things is 
as good as it could be.

TTYP  



Ultimate

Etymologically 
ultimate comes 
from the Latin: 
Ultimare meaning 
‘come to an end’



What is and where 
is the good? How do 

we know it? 

For Plato there is a ‘good’. 

There are things in the world that are good. 

These ‘good’ things could be better or worse. 

As there is a ‘good’ there is a better ‘good’ 

As there is a better ‘good’ there is an ‘ultimate good’

Ultimately ‘The Good’ must be eternal and heavenly… 



Just because you can think about 
something better doesn’t mean 

it can be better – does it? 



The good in a 
diagram: 

The ‘Good’ can be better, therefore 
there must be an ultimate good. 
This ultimate good is an eternal, 

heavenly idea….

Good

More Good

Not Good

Less Good

Even more Good

The Ultimate Good

The World

The Realm of the Forms



So what does this mean? 

Plato argues that our understanding of what is: 

Good – Courageous – Justice (any of these ideals will fit)

Is a ‘Form’ and therefore comes from Heaven….

Through education your soul can remember the knowledge of these ideals as your soul and this 
knowledge come from the same place….    https://youtu.be/V-8LpL0HlYM?t=89

https://youtu.be/V-8LpL0HlYM?t=89


So for plato…..Knowledge 
is innate and 
rediscovered…

Innate means you are born 
with it….

Knowledge is ‘rediscovered’ as 
you recognise it in the world….



Knowledge as 
recognition

So when:  
• We see a picture of a beautiful flower 
• We are recognising the beauty of a real 

flower
• Which is recognising the concept of beauty in 

our minds
• Which recalls the ‘Form’ of beauty in the 

‘Realm of the Forms’



Education enables you to recognise the forms

The more educated you are the more you are in touch with the ‘forms’….

But of course…you can still be wrong….

The problem is with your body and brain. 

If you ‘recognise’ wrongly or mistake something as ‘good’ when it is ‘bad’ that is your fault….

The only true knowledge is knowing you know nothing….



Knock down the false knowledge….and re-build with the 
new, really real knowledge

Socrates
Incorrect 

knowledge

True 
Knowledge



So how can we understand this? 
I’ve drawn a 
perfect circle….

My perfect circle…

is not perfect…

My perfect circle is actually not perfect at 
all….the picture is made up of straight 
lines that look like a perfect circle…
The perfect circle is not possible on earth 
but it is in my mind…but only for a 
moment….whereas the perfect circle exists 
in the Realm of the Forms. 



Imitation < entity < concept < form

Imitation = picture Entity = real world 
version

Concept = theory in 
my mind

Form = eternal 
‘really real’ ideal

Inside the cave Outside the cave



Once we are out of the cave we can 
see that there is really real world….
This is where the perfect versions of everything we are 

trying to strive for come from….

On this world though, this imperfect world, we can only 
get closer…

In this imperfect world we can never have perfection….



The philosopher 
has the best 
knowledge of the 
‘good’

And should therefore be king…Good

More Good

Not Good

Less Good

Even more Good

The Ultimate Good

The World

The Realm of the Forms


